Choose the Literature Resource Center and receive the most comprehensive literary collection available

Designed to meet the research needs of undergraduate and high school students, the Literature Resource Center provides direct access to biographies, bibliographies and critical analysis of authors from every age and literary discipline. Combining The Gale Group’s most-used literary databases in a single Internet-searchable service, the Literature Resource Center’s integrated resources cover more than 90,000 novelists, poets, essayists, journalists and other writers, with additional in-depth coverage of 2,000 of the most-studied authors.

In addition to biographical, bibliographical and contextual information from the Contemporary Authors® and Dictionary of Literary Biography databases, students can access select, full-text criticism from the Contemporary Literary Criticism Select database. Other value-added features include plot summaries, full-text articles, critical essays, links to related Web sites, articles covering literary movements and more.

This coverage of authors of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, drama, history and journalism is enhanced through partnerships with Chadwyck-Healey’s Literature Online and Macmillan Reference’s Scribner Writers Series and Twayne’s Authors Series. A subscriber to any of these exceptional resources will have immediate cross-database access through direct links from the Literature Resource Center.

Source/subject coverage

Indexed/Full Text Sources include:
- American Poetry Review
- American Scholar
- Antioch Review
- Commonweal
- Modern Drama
- Poetry
- Review of Contemporary Fiction
- Studies in Short Fiction
- Studies in the Novel
- World Literature Today
- And many more

Current and relevant coverage

Reference Materials
Journals: Current
Periodicals: Updated daily

Meets a variety of research needs

Students and patrons who want to streamline their literary research can use the Literature Resource Center to:
- Link to more than 2,500 Web sites, discussion and online collections of the 2,000 most-studied authors
- View more than 13,000 full-text and pertinent literary critical essays on the 2,000 most-studied authors
- Read bibliographies for each author
- Print recommended reading lists for the most-studied authors
- Browse 350-400 articles on specific literary movements and genres
- Compare citations to original sources on each document
- Compare and contrast authors who write on similar themes

The benefits you’ll find in every Gale Group database

Standard Search Features

The following search paths ensure thorough, dependable search results every time:
- Author Search
- Title Search
- Genre Search
- Literary Movement/Time Period Search
- Literary Themes Search
- Essays on Publishing Companies
- Essays on Literary Topics
- Custom Search

Additional Search Features

Each Author Resources page provides additional opportunities to target specific information including:
- Biography of this author
- Lists of this author’s works
- Criticism of this author’s works
- Internet resources on this author
- Further resources on the author
- Other authors who write on similar themes
- Launch a search for current journal articles on this author

The Gale Group

Gale Research
Information Access Company
Primary Source Media
Regular Database Updates
New and updated material is added quarterly. Updating consists of new essays being added to the Literature Resource Center along with related full-text journal articles and Web sites. Then, new journal articles are added to update biographical essays; Web sites are verified/modified; and death dates, major awards, major literary works, major newsworthy events or career-related events are added to biographical essays.

Easy-to-use Interface
The Literature Resource Center’s search interface provides powerful capabilities for both novice and experienced searchers. Full Boolean search capabilities, as well as standard and custom search modes, deliver concise results each time. Help screens are context-sensitive, meaning users get the help they need no matter where they are in the search process.

Availability
The Literature Resource Center is available via subscription through The Gale Group’s online reference service, GaleNet. For a free preview of the Literature Resource Center, and to view other titles available on GaleNet, go to www.galegroup.com and then click on Gale in the left-hand bar.

For additional product or pricing information, call your Gale Group Representative at 1-800-877-GALE.

Each search topic allows a researcher to further streamline the responses they are seeking

The Author Resource Page provides a comprehensive listing of information readily available through the Literature Resource Center

Call your Gale Group Representative for more information: 1-800-877-GALE